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Dear Mr Hatfield 

Your reference: N93197 
Our client: MlBroadband Pty Ltd (Engin) 
ACCC request for further information re: Engin Ltd Notification 

We refer to your letter dated 21 January 2008 (received by us on 24 January 2008). 

In this letter we provide information by way of reply to your four specific questions (as 
set out on pages 2 and 3 of your letter). 

ACCC's assumption of bundling 

Before turning our attention to your four questions we must first take issue with two 
assumptions underlying your letter of 21 January 2008, namely: 

(a) there is a preference for purchase of complementary equipment which leads to, 
in effect, bundling of our client's services with hardware from authorised 
distributors; and 

(b) there is a lack of accessibility to testing standards which could discourage other 
potential distributors to provide equipment for use in conjunction with our 
clients services. 

First, it is obvious and indisputable that VolP equipment is needed to use a VolP 
broadband phone service. However, this conceals a significant and highly contentious 
question as to the scope of definition of VolP equipment that the ACCC have in mind: 
as a prime example, the types of equipment that can be used on a VolP service 
ranges, for handset equipment alone, range from a secalled "voicebox unit" to allow 





connectivity to existing conventional handsets, through the variws "soft phones", right 
through to an ordinary PC equipped with a microphones, speakers and readily- 
available VolP SIP communications software (including freeware packages such as 
SIP Communicator or X-Lite). 

Therefore, it is clear most potential customers will, by definition, already either have or 
have ready access to some, or, in the case of any PC owners, @of the VolP 
equipment they need to access our client's services even before thev approach them; 
this is part of what led our client to make available a 'B[ring]Y[our]Ofwn] hardware 
option'; an option readily and openly referenced at 
http:l/www.enqin.com.au/products/b~oHardware.aspx Thus, not only are potential or 
actual customers not forced to accept equipment from non-authorised distributors as 
previously indicated, but they are actively encouraged to consider other options. 

We should point out that the BY0 option is also extensively and freely documented 
elsewhere on the world wide web by way of third party efforts, including independent 
VolP hardware suppliers, user groups, expert advice columns and other relevant 
information sources; the documentation available is replete with hardware and 
software recommendations, configuration data, FAQ, and hints and tips (see, by way 
of an example of an information source, the web pages offered by DrayTek at 
http:l/www.draytek.com.au/faqNolP/2600V/26OOV confis. htm) under the simple 
search engine term "byo engin". In total, as at 25 January 2008, a search on GOOGLE 
with the relevant search term returned over 33,000 web pages of information on the 
BY0 hardware option and related issues; this indicates high levels of consumer 
interest and independence, something which leads us on to our next point. 

Second, we would strenuously deny that potential or actual consumers of our client's 
services have, or would have, any inherent preference for acquiring equipment under 
any kind of bundling arrangement, whether actual or "effective": we would ask you to 
bear in mind that the key characteristics of the sector our client operates in are its 
small size (about 1 % of the total population as at end 2007), its relative youth (less 
than a decade) and, very importantly for present purposes, its 'cutting edge' 
telecommunications products and services. 

We submit that, in light of those key sectoral characteristics, ourclient's potential and 
current customers, whether individually or corporately, are, at the very least, 
technologically aware and, more often than not, highly knowledgeable (as evidenced 
by the web pages uncovered by GOOGLE alone), being typical user characteristics of 
early adopters of new technologies, and, therefore, they have their own very distinct 
views as to appropriate equipment (this being the other paFt of what led our client to 
offer B Y 0  hardware option referenced above was offered in thefirst place). In light of 
all the above, we must strongly dispute the characterisation of our client's services and 
any authorised distributor's supply of goods as "effectively bundled". 

This, then, leads us to the lack of accessibility to testing as a discouragement to 
potential distributors from seeking authorisation. First, it is obvious that many hardware 
and software suppliers are already offering up equipment for use in conjunction with 
our client's services and that, indeed, consumers themselves are taking direct action 
(see GOOGLE searches above). In light of this, and the ready availability of publicly 
accessible SIP information, including Engin BY0 information, open technical 
standards, data sheets, configuration tools, software and ott-ler relevant information 
sources (e.g. at http://www.sipforum.orq, http://www.iettf.o~q, 
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http:l/w.si~center.com, http:/Ewvw.voip-info.orq, etc.), there is no substantive 
technical or commercial barrier to  a distributor of SIP-compliant hardware or software 
providing equipment for use on our client's network, even if thev are not authorised 
distributors. 

This, then, may explain the next point: our client has received minimal inquiries from 
prospective suppliers about becoming an authorised distributor other than as set out 
below. We submit that this relatively small number is not due to problems relating to 
accessibility of testing standards, or, indeed, evidence of it, but purely and simply 
because there is already an 'open field' for any distributor of SIP-compliant equipment 
to provide same to potential or actual users of our client's services. 

In short, the benefits of authorised status go principally to ensuring effective co- 
branding and adding a benefcial, but not technically essential, level of assurance in 
relation to product quality. Put another way, authorised status has absolutely no 
bearing whatsoever on the technically essential aspects of connectivity, interoperability 
or other features covered by the relevant SIP standards. 

Engin's response to the Commission's 4 questions 

Therefore, to answer your speciiic queries, we note the following (applying the same 
numbering as per your letter of 21 January 2008): 

1. There has been minimal interest to date from prospective distributors as to 
Engin's required technical, functional and reporting standards. Engin is happy to 
entertain inquiries from potential distributors for authorised status and disclose 
this information in which case the following process applies: 

a. A meeting is arranged between Engin and a representative from the 
interested third party. Such meeting usually prefaced with the entry into an 
appropriate non disclosure agreement for the reciprocal protection of 
confidential and commercially sensitive information. 

b. Confidential discussions generally include discussion of third party's 
'footprint' and its general commercial and operational capacity to enable 
Engin to satisfy itse(t of the merits of appointing the third party as an 
approved distributor. During these discussion Engin's requirements are 
detailed enabling the third party an opportunity to present a business case 
as to whether they can meet (and hopefully exceed) Engin's stated 
requirements. In preparing a business case the third party supplier would 
typically liaise with and obtain technical input from their internal IT 
departments. 

c. Engin engages personnel in traditional business anatysis roles and has had 
had occasion to document specific 'Product Requirements' and 'Business 
Requirements' to reflect how a potential relationship with a prospective 
distributor could work. Such documents would typically be presented to the 
prospective distributor for review and, subject to acceptance or successful 
negotiation, formal appointment by way of contract. Engin is, at the time of 
writing, unable to confirm if this process occurred in relation to Engin's 
present authorised distributor as the relevant Engin personnel is on leave. 
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2. The fol!owing table shows the narnes of those entities (other than the present 
authorised distributor) who have previously been considered by Engin as 
potential distributors of Engin branded hardware and the corresponding s ta t~~s of 
the ent!ty or reason for Engin's decis~on not to proceed. It n~ust however be noted 
that Engin has not had a need to actively seek potential distributors with a view to 
being appointed as authorised distributors other than I_ the current 
authorised distributor. Again, the perceived fundamental indifference as to this 
status by the majority of persons who might otherwise be iriterested is the reaso;i 
for this. 

3. The information provided in response to question 2 to some extent overla s with 
Engin's response to your third question. In addition, it is noted that & . 
(the present authorised distributor) approached Engin in or about July 2007 to 
inquire about the potential of expanding their exposure in Engin branded product 
from direct business to retail. 

Other than as set out above and to the best of our client's knowledge, no other 
inquiries have been received by our client for potential appointment as an 
authorised distributor. As stated, our cl~ent believes that the reasons for this are 
the lack of any substantial commercial or technical imperative resulting from the 
open nature of SIP standards and ready access, at wholesaler, retailer and end- 
user levels, to SIP-compl~ant hardware and software as set out above. 

4, Our client believes that, for all the reasons set out above. the impact of its 
appointment of an authorised distributor on other potential distributors seeking to 
distribute hardware in the broader market for VolP equipment ranks somewhere 
between negligible and non-existent: this is because the market in question IS an 
open market based on open standards. Our client also wishes to emphasise that 
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it is not seeking to maintain a single distributor but rather, a preferred distributor 
model. 

Concluding remarks 

Finally, it is with respect that we are caused to wonder whether the Commission may 
be operating under a misunderstanding as to an important operational feature of our 
client's business and relating to the notified conduct. We note your comments on page 
2 of your letter as foilows: 

"Further, customers, in many instances, will have a preference for purchasing a 
complimentary service and equipment components together. To the extent that this is 
the case, it would appear that Engin's VolP broadband phone services and VolP 
equipment supplied by authorised distributors are effectively a bundled product. " 

We wish to emphasise (and to the extent that this is not clear in the original Notification 
- we apologise) that an Engin authorised distributor (effectively a wholesaler) does not 
supply the customer directly with either hardware or the service. In this context, and 
particularly when considered in light of our submissions above as to the broader 
operational capacw of the Engin telephony network beyond use only of Engin branded 
hardware, we are unclear as to how the Notified conduct could be said to amount to a 
bundling of goods and services. We would be pleased to hear from you further on this 
aspect. 

We trust that the information provided above will allay the Commission's concerns in 
relation to Engin's notification and enable the Commission to provide the requested 
immunity. Please do not hesitate to contact the writer (contact details below) to discuss 
any questions etc. arising. 

Yours sincerely 

h c o t t  Buchanan 
' Director 

Buchanan Law 
T 02 6221 9555 
M 0408 197181 
E scott@buchananlaw.com.au 
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